The pumps Multi- System Controller MAR-MASTER-BOX:

The regulator is built in the plastic case (ABS) as a user-programmable pump controller with keyboard and backlit 8 line graphical display.

Control box for the multi-operation of EP66 or EM30 controllers. Connection for: 1 - 8 pumps

Technical specifications:

- Plastic box IP54,
- Master module for the EP66 / EM30 controller
- 2x Dig. Inputs
- 2x Relays Outputs,
- 1x transducer inputs 4-20mA,
- Option: RS232 interface (GSM)
- 24Vdc power
  (can be powered from the drives, !!! Consult !!!
  or from an external source without modem. (Accessories)

Operating modes: Pressure regulator, Level controller, temperature controller, flow regulator, flow regulator, vacuum regulator,

Option: GSM - Modem for monitoring with SMS,
  Water meters,
  Data transfer to the BCS.
  *Bluetooth module

The system is configured at the factory.

Special types are available on request.
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